


This is how we roll…

The British Drum Co. was established in 2015 by award-winning, drum 
craftsman Keith Keough to create inspirational, handcrafted drums of 
the highest quality.

Keith’s reputation as a master of the craft of drum building
is reinforced and supported by the wealth of knowledge and expertise 
in the management team at the British Drum Co. The team includes 
Al Murray, the award-winning comedian and wellknown drumming 
obsessive; Ian Matthews, five-time no.1 album drummer with Kasabian; 
Pete Salisbury from the renowned band Verve; Stu Warmington, top-
level military marching drum specialist and Alan Kitching, product 
designer for numerous global brands.

Together, this team at the British Drum Co. strives to create the most 
amazing sounding and looking drums available.
Building on a cherished heritage of UK drum manufacturing, the British 
Drum Co. aspires to excellence in design, innovation and construction, 
delivering handmade British drums of exceptional quality, inspiring 
players to look amazing, sound amazing and feel amazing.

Welcome to the world of the British Drum Co.



drum kits



Cold-Press Moulding

“Cold Press Moulding” is key to the British Drum Co’s signature 
sound. Using years of experience in woodworking and drum shell 
manufacture we believe the secret to our sound and the key to a 
stable drum shell is the absence of heat when pressing and moulding 
the shells.

Our timber and shells are allowed to naturally
acclimatise to the surrounding environment before and after being 
moulded. Regarded as the finest shells reviewed by Geoff Nichols of 
Rhythm Magazine.



Palladium Hardware

All British Drum Co. drums are fitted with our elegant “Palladium” 
hardware. When designing our lugs and claw we took inspiration from 
the architectural and automotive designs of the ArtDeco period which 
resulted in a classic look, of which we’re extremely proud.

The lug range comprises of a small single lug (for Legend toms), 
a large single lug (for Legend bass drums), a short double lug (for 
snares and Lounge toms), and a long double lug (for deep Lounge 
toms and Lounge bass drums). 

Made from the same cast alloy, the claws echo the lug styling and are 
completed with Shore 60 hardness moulded rubber gaskets to protect 
our wooden hoops.

The same Art Deco theme continues into our Palladium tom brackets 
which uniquely attach to our shells with vertically aligned fixings 
that don’t stiffen up the shell like other mounts, allowing our shells to 
resonate a full 360 degrees without dead spots.

Our tom brackets have internal chevron features designed to clamp 
10.5mm and 12.5mm diameter L-arms and floor tom legs securely 
while totally eliminating rotation. Self-aligning and visually integrated 
memory locks finish the clean look and ensure repeatable positioning.
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legend series

The mighty sound of Birch!

Our Legend Series drums are made from
10 ply 100% Scandinavian Birch, cross
laminated and cold-press moulded into
a shell only 6mm thick. Adding 2-ply
reinforcement rings and precision-cut 45
degree bearing edges results in superstrong,
thin shells that promote naturally
lower fundamental tones with immediate
attack and deep controlled sustain.

With a wide tuning range these precision
hand-crafted drums are ultimately versatile.
Tune them up to produce clean delicate
highs for more subtle playing, and tune them
down to get deep and punchy bass drums
and thunderous toms with unparalleled
low-end growl.

British Drum Co. Legend Series drums are
equally at home on any stage or any studio
and will take you to anywhere your music
demands.



look amazing!  

sound amazing! 

 feel amazing!

legendseries

Satin Oil Finishes

Available in four standard Satin Oil finishes that have been hand rubbed to a beautiful 
natural lustre. The final touch of detail is in the Finish Matching™ reinforcement rings.

Carnaby Slate Buckingham Scarlett

Whitechapel Kensington Knight

Skye Blue Night Skye

Piccadilly White Winchester Grey

Exo-Tone™ Finishes

Due to our Cold Press Moulding™, this technique allows us put a laminate into the mould 
first when building the shell. Using this process ensures the shell is the correct size unlike 
other companies that wrap the shell afterwards.
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legendseries

Legend Club 18 - 18 12 14

Legend Club 20 - 20 12 14

Legend Club 22 - 22 12 16

Legend Club 24 - 24 13 16

Legend Fusion 20 - 20 10 12 14

Legend Fusion 22 - 22 10 12 16

Legend Rock 22 - 22 12 14 16

Available Single Drums

Rack Toms
6 x 6 / 8 x 7 / 10 x 7 /12 x 8 / 13 x 9 / 14 x 10
Floor Toms
14 x 14 / 16 x 16 / 18 x 18
Bass Drums
18 x 16 / 20 x 16 / 22 x 16 / 24 x 16 / 26 x 16

Gong Drums
18 x 8 / 20 x 8 / 22 x 8
Snare Drums
14 x 5.5 / 14 x 6.5

Available Shell Pack Configurations

Legend RockFusion 22 - 22 10 12 14 16

Legend Snare Drum

Available separately is a matching
snare drum in either 14 x 5.5 or 14 x 6.5
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special edition

Legend Series, configured 
exactly the way you want it!

The Legend Special Edition (SE) Series is a 
new concept based on the celebrated British 
Drum Co. Legend Series drums.

Building on the world-class reputation 
of our unique, cold-press moulded 100% 
Scandinavian Birch shells, we are giving you 
the opportunity to take control of the options 
available for your next kit.

We are opening up our private stock of 
select veneers - exotic timbers and boutique 
finishes - and offering these for limited edition 
versions of the Legend Series kit. The options 
are huge, the permutations are endless and 
the only limit is your imagination.

Legend SE drums are available in the sizes 
that you want, from 6” to 26”, so you can now 
create the custom-configured British Drum 
Co. kit you always dreamed about.



special edition

legend special edition series
single drum availability

toms
6 x 6 • 6 x 8 • 8 x 6 • 8 x 8 • 10 x 7 • 10 x 8 • 12 x 7 • 12 x 8 

12 x 9 • 13 x 8 • 13 x 9 • 13 x 10 • 14 x 9 • 14 x 10 • 14 x 11

floor toms 14 x 14 • 16 x 14 • 16 x 16 • 18 x 14 • 18 x 16

bass drums
18 x 14 • 18 x 16 • 20 x 14 • 20 x 16 • 20 x 18 • 22 x 14 • 22 x 16

22 x 18 • 24 x 14 • 24 x 16 • 24 x 18 • 26 x 14 • 26 x 16

snare drums 14 x 5.5 • 14 x 6.5

Legend SE...

the drums you always 
dreamed about!

The sky really is the limit! Custom sizes, 
bespoke configurations. Whatever you want, 
British Drum Co. Legend SE Series delivers 
your dream kit.

Legend SE Series is open to whatever size kit 
you want. From a classic, club-style 3 piece to 
a monster multi-tom set-up, Legend SE Series 
can accomodate any drum you desire from 
6” right through to 26”.

Talk to your local British Drum Co. authorised 
dealer about the options available for your 
Legend SE Series drum kit.
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“These are the finest drums I’ve ever played”

Matty Neale - Blinders serieslo
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loungeseries

Complex sounds of Mahogany…

Our Lounge Series drums are formulated 
from a combination of 9 ply Mahogany and 
Scandinavian Birch which has been cross 
laminated and cold-press moulded into a 
shell only 5.5mm thick. This results in super-
strong, super-thin shells that produces a 
warm and complex tone. 
 
Like our Legend Series these are precision 
hand-crafted drums and are incredibly 
versatile. The addition of Mahogany and 30 
degree round-over bearing edges add a 
tremendous darker warmth and projection 
synonymous with the best vintage kits. 
These drums share the same wide 
tuning range to suit any musical situation 
producing low fat tones when tuned down 
and a brighter warmth when tuned up.
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loungeseries

Satin Oil Finishes

Available in four standard Satin Oil finishes that have been hand rubbed to a beautiful 
natural lustre. The final touch of detail is in the Finish Matching™ reinforcement rings.

Iron Bridge Windermere PearlKensington Crown Wiltshire White

Exo-Tone™ Finishes

Due to our Cold Press Moulding™, this technique allows us put a laminate into the mould 
first when building the shell. Using this process ensures the shell is the correct size unlike 
other companies that wrap the shell afterwards.

Windsor Dark
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loungeseries

Lounge Club 18 - 18 12 14

Lounge Club 20 - 20 12 14

Lounge Club 22 - 22 12 16

Lounge Club 24 - 24 13 16

Lounge Fusion 20 - 20 10 12 14

Lounge Fusion 22 - 22 10 12 16

Lounge Rock 22 - 22 12 14 16

Available Single Drums

Rack Toms
10 x 7 / 12 x 8 / 13 x 9 / 14 x 10
Floor Toms
14 x 14 / 16 x 16 / 18 x 18

Bass Drums
18 x 16 / 20 x 16 / 22 x 16 / 24 x 16 / 26 x 16
Snare Drums
14 x 5.5 / 14 x 6.5

Available Shell Pack Configurations

Lounge RockFusion 22 - 22 10 12 14 16

Lounge Snare Drum

Available separately is a matching
snare drum in either 14 x 5.5 or 14 x 6.5
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“The tuning range on this 
thing is incredible, it really 
doesn’t sound like it looks!”

Adisa Allen -
The Mouse Outfit
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the imp

Portability, Power, Projection....

Packing a punch that far exceeds its size, 
the Imp is a professional level, portable kit 
with a killer bass drum and punchy toms.
 
Finished inside and out in our legendary 
Kensington Knight finish and crafted using 
the same cold-press moulding process as 
our Legend and Lounge Series. The tone is 
beautifully warm, deep and has unrivalled 
projection from any other kit in its class. 
In addition, the Imp’s shell sizes have been 
optimised to complete the specification and 
deliver a shell projection to rival the volume 
of a much larger kit. 

The Imp has lots of attitude and is quite 
simply remarkable.
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the imp

The Imp - 10 13 16

Available Shell Pack Configuration

The Imp Snare Drum

Available to purchase separately is a
12 x 5.5 same specification snare drum.



snare drums
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merlinsnare

Precision and power of 20-ply

If ever there was a wood-shell snare that 
truly does it all, it’s the Merlin. 
    
The Merlin’s 20-ply shell consists of 
alternating vertical and horizontal veneers 
of two sonically superior hardwoods – 
maple for focused warmth, and birch for 
direct brightness. The shell is then expertly 
finished with a black tulip outer veneer 
inlaid with a tasty double pinstripe of maple. 
 
The Merlin’s response spans the sonic 
spectrum from warm and resonant, to 
focused cutting projection and everything 
in between. Simply tune it into your comfort 
zone, or higher for even more crispness and 
cut, or down for a funkier, drier sound. The 
response accuracy of this super-dynamic 
design is stunningly good, and the critics 
agree with the Merlin picking up a Music 
Industry Association award and a 5-star 
review in Rhythm magazine. 
 
Features:
Remo USA heads
2.3 mm Triple flange hoops
20ply, 10.5mm thick Maple and Birch shell
45 degree bearing edges
Palladium Lugs
Gold Logo badge
Palladium Strainer
Brass Snare Wires
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bluebirdsnare

Blue is the new black

A classic chrome-over-brass snare drum. 
The Bluebird shell is 14” x 6” deep with double-
beads to focus the sound, which, combined 
with our Palladium hardware, creates subtle 
nuances boosting the synergy between the 
shell, heads and snare wires, resulting in a 
musical rather than a metallic sound.
 
The Bluebird delivers superb response 
sensitivity across the whole batter head 
meaning you can play well defined rimshots, 
while side-sticking will be tight and cutting. 
This broad response sensitivity also means 
accurate brush work takes on a fuller and 
richer dimension - digging in delivers more 
punch - rolls are articulated and cut clearly 
- and accents can be seriously ripping. 
 
The Bluebird is designed to cut through in 
any situation. Even raging guitars can’t bury 
this drum. And it’s not a matter of having 
to play harder to be heard; this chrome 
beauty cuts through the chaos with ease.
 
Features:
14 x 6
Remo USA Skins
2.3 mm Triple flange hoops
1.2mm double beaded brass shell
Palladium Lugs
Blue Logo badge
Palladium Strainer
Brass Snare Wires. 

BLUEBIRD SNARE
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big softysnare

Deep, soft and chewy...

Producing the deepest of soft tones, The Big 
Softy is the warmest snare in our collection.
 
Critically acclaimed and revered by 
professionals as a studio snare as well as 
onstage, whether in a club or arena, this 
big-sounding 14” x 6.5” is a potent reminder 
of just how accurately our design concepts 
target specific sonic responses as well as 
providing the flexibility to tune up or down 
a notch to boost the highs or accentuate 
the lows.
 
While its 6.5” depth and cherry inner and 
outer veneers accentuate the warmth of 
its response, the key ingredient is its kiln-
dried Ochroma core. This surprisingly light 
hardwood has a micro-pore grain structure 
that filters out higher frequencies, so bigger, 
warmer and funkier sounds are achieved 
without detuning. You can now crank up 
your batter head to a responsive rebound 
and still play huge, funky backbeats. 
 
Features:
14 x 6.5 
Remo USA Skins
2.3 mm Triple flange hoops
9ply, Ochroma and cherry shell
Palladium Lugs
Big softy Logo badge
Palladium Mk1 Strainer
Brass Snare Wires



MAVERICK SNARE

This is the one everyone has been asking for!

The Maverick is our first Maple snare drum. In 
response to overwhelming demand, we have 
created a snare drum to meet the needs of 
drummers everywhere. Designed to become 
your trusted, reliable “workhorse” snare, the 
Maverick will not disappoint.

Handcrafted in the UK, the Maverick is 
available in both a 14” x 5.5” and 14” x 6.5”, 
10-ply North American Maple shell with a 
Eucalyptus outer veneer. Maverick features 
30º round-over bearing edges, constructed 
using our unique cold press moulding process 
to create a shell with exceptional structural 
and tonal range. With its stylish Palladium 
hardware and delicate figured finish, the 
Maverick is the epitome of classic drum 
styling.

The Maverick’s maple shell offers a smooth 
warmth with a hint of brightness that 
responds effortlessly and allows your playing 
to really cut through in any musical situation.

The Maverick is a truly versatile snare drum 
with an awesome tonal range, designed by 
the British Drum Co. to inspire your playing to 
new levels of creativity.

Features:
14” x 5.5”, 14 x 6.5”
Remo USA heads
2.3mm triple flange hoops
30º round-over bearing edges
10-ply Maple shell
with Eucalyptus outer veneer
Palladium lugs
BDC logo badge 
Palladium strainer
Brass snare wires



AVIATOR SNARE

The Aviator has landed! The first ever 
aluminium snare drum from the British Drum 
Co. and we are delighted to announce its 
arrival. Influenced by the graceful lines and 
gleaming metal profiles of the classic craft 
of aviation history, we developed a snare 
drum to inspire your playing to stratospheric 
heights.

This stylish, elegant snare drum delivers a dry, 
controlled sound with a sensitive response 
over a wide dynamic range. Aviator inspires 
you to articulate your sticking from graceful 
ghost notes to a full-throated roaring 
backbeat. This drum offers you the full range 
of crisp, clean sounds to suit all types of 
playing.

Crafted from a seamless 1.2mm solid 
aluminium shell, Aviator looks stunning with 
its sophisticated anodised surface, beautifully 
complemented by our stylish Palladium 
hardware. The cool, understated aesthetic of 
Aviator is  highlighted by the subtle inverted 
central bead, presenting a stunning shadow 
line around the shell. The cosmetic appeal of 
Aviator is delicately enhanced by an element 
of warmth courtesy of the Cherry veneer 
insert integrated within the iconic British Drum 
Co. badge.

Aviator is, in every sense, a classically 
beautiful snare drum.

Features:
14” x 5.5”, 14” x 6.5”
Remo USA heads
2.3 mm triple flange hoops
1.2mm seamless aluminium shell
Palladium lugs
Cherry logo badge 
Palladium strainer
Brass snare wires



THE ARCHER SNARE

Meet the Archer, a spectacular new snare 
drum from the British Drum Co.

The Archer really is quite a special drum. 
Handcrafted entirely from English Yew, 
a rare and sumptuous hardwood that 
generates a rich, warm tone with fast attack. 
Traditionally, Yew was the preferred timber of 
the longbows favoured by medieval English 
archers. Its durable flexibility tempered with 
robust strength offered supreme power and 
reliability - qualities which we endeavoured to 
incorporate into the Archer.

Handcrafted in the UK, the Archer is a 14” x 
6”, 10-ply shell with 30º round-over bearing 
edges, constructed using our unique cold 
press moulding process to create a shell with 
exceptional structural and tonal integrity. The 
Archer is a breathtaking drum with a variety 
of eye-catching features including vintage 
style mini-claws, gold-plated tension rods and 
a beautiful golden badge embellished with 
green sycamore in recognition of our English 
heritage.

The Archer is capable of a wide range of 
complex tones, from a warm, Maple-like 
clarity right through to a lively and potent 
brightness. With an understated confidence 
and stylistic flexibility, the Archer will be at 
home in a wide variety of musical situations. 

Features:
14” x 6”
Remo USA heads
5 mm rolled steel hoops
30º round-over bearing edges
10-ply English Yew shell
Palladium lugs
Vintage mini claws
Green Sycamore logo badge 
Palladium strainer
Brass snare wires



icarus SNARE

Nicko McBrain demands the very best. 
Working closely with the British Drum Co. 
team, Nicko’s non-compromise approach 
dictated that only the highest standards 
would make the grade for Icarus.

Handbuilt in the UK using the British Drum 
Co.’s unique cold-press moulding process, 
Icarus is a 14” x 6.5” 10ply shell, crafted from 
Black Oak and finished in a spectacular Black 
Fishtail Oak veneer, creating a very special 
appearance reminiscent of a hand-hammered 
shell - but made from Oak! It really has to be 
seen to be appreciated.

Icarus sounds natural, deep and warm but 
with a bright presence under higher tension. 
Designed to powerfully cut through the high 
volume of rock and metal, Icarus responds 
equally well to softer, quieter playing, allowing 
the tonal qualities of the oak to shine through 
in any musical sitiation.

Nicko wouldn’t put his name to just any snare 
drum. Now you too can get your hands on 
Icarus, the wood shell snare drum that Nicko 
has always dreamed about. 

Features:
14” x 6.5”
10-ply Birch shell with
Black Fishtail Oak outer veneer
45º bearing edges
42 strand snare wires
Remo USA heads
2.3mm triple flange hoops
Palladium lugs
Icarus logo badge 
Palladium strainer

Nicko McBrain signature snare drum



talisman SNARE

Talisman - the steel snare drum Nicko 
McBrain has been waiting for all his life.

Talisman has been a labour of love for 
Nicko. Deeply involved in the design and 
development of this signature snare drum, 
Nicko’s passion for engineering excellence 
played a significant role in bringing Talisman 
to life.

Handcrafted in the UK, Talisman is seamlessly 
spun from British Steel. The characteristic 
ridges undulating across the outer surface 
of the 14” x 6.5” shell reveal the artisan’s 
craft in a signature finish, unique to every 
single drum. Cool and visually understated, 
Talisman does not hold back when played. 
Loud, vibrant and full of tone, the seamless 
steel shell really sings. Designed by one of the 
world’s greatest metal drummers, Talisman is 
not a snare drum to be ignored.

“I’ve waited a lifetime to play the Talisman 
snare drum, but you can get your hands on 
one of these beauties right away!”. 

Features:
14” x 6.5”
Seamless spun 2mm
British Steel shell
Round-over bearing edges
42 strand snare wires
Remo USA heads
2.3mm triple flange hoops
Palladium lugs
Talisman logo badge 
Palladium strainer

Nicko McBrain signature snare drum
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ACCESSORIES
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tomspring

Set your toms free!

Tomspring™ is a flexible interface between 
your tom and snare stand. Engineered from 
Delrin and designed to resonate instantly 
at the same frequency as your drum, these 
little beauties will keep your tom resonating 
fuller and for longer.

Designed to stay on your tom even when 
cased.

Tomspring™ fits all 12” & 13” rack toms with 
6 lug triple-flange or die-cast hoops.

1.  Fit under your 
    tension rods

2.  Locate in your  
     snare stand cradle

3.  Loosen cradle
     to increase 
     resonance

Larger gap

4.  Tighten cradle
     to control 
     resonance

Smaller gap



kickfix

The new bass drum anchor system

We’ve all known that heart-sinking moment 
when your bass drum starts creeping 
mid-performance. You start to lose focus, 
overreaching as you stretch uncomfortably 
and your playing begins to suffer.
 
Well, say goodbye to bass drum creep with 
KickFix, the new bass drum anchor system 
from the British Drum Co. This simple little 
accessory will secure your bass drum to 
most rugs and carpets so you can relax and 
concentrate on the job of playing drums.
 
Compact, rugged and portable, KickFix uses 
velcro fastenings to give you a solid, secure 
anchor whilst you are playing but releases 
easily after the show to drop into your gig 
bag for the next time.
 
KIckFix - its the way forward that stops you 
moving forward!
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joe’sbutler

Keep your workplace tidy!

Empty your pockets, and keep the area 
around your feet clear with Joe’s Butler. 
Attach this to your hi-hat or cymbal stand 
using a standard L-arm and you have a 
place to keep your keys, wallet, phone and 
drinks. There’s even a place for your drum 
key and a pen for those last minute changes 
to your set list. Created in conjunction with 
Joe Donovan of British rockers Blossoms, 
Joe’s Butler is the ideal companion for 
stage or studio.
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